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WHAT IS PRIMATE CINEMA: APES AS FAMILY?
It's a film made for chimpanzees, shown to a real chimpanzee audience. Chimps in captivity watch
TV a form of enrichment, but no filmmaker had previously made a film expressly for chimpanzees.
The film was made after doing research with a primatologist, showing a variety of clips to chimpanzees at the Edinburgh Zoo. I then crafted a story, which includes all of the primate dramas- surrounding food, sex, territory, and social life. The drama was played by human actors, one in a realistic animatronic chimp costume, others in chimp "drag." The drama was screened for chimps at
the Edinburgh Zoo in a 50" chimp-proof box outdoors and also indoors in a research pod, which
the chimps could voluntarily enter and leave.

WHAT DO YOU HOPE PEOPLE GET OUT OF A FILM FOR CHIMPS?
The project is intended to get people thinking about the world from a chimpanzee point of view.
Chimps are highly intelligent animals with a complex social life. They are our closest relatives, genetically speaking. Thinking like a chimp gets us out of our anthropocentric worldview. Maybe
human audiences will empathize more these endangered animals and work to preserve their lives
in the wild. Watching a cross-species film might also say something about the biological roots of
filmmaking. Cinema, like social life, begins in the jungle.

HOW DID YOU GET THIS IDEA? WHAT'S PRIMATE CINEMA?
I have been making video experiments about primates (apes and monkeys, including human
beings) and media for several years. I call the series PRIMATE CINEMA. APES AS FAMILY is one of
the more recent experiments. BABOONS AS FRIENDS is a two channel video, interpreting a baboon
social drama as a film noir bar scene with human actors. It was created to make the soap opera of
baboon life as easy to understand as an episode of Friends the sit-com. After making films for
squirrel monkeys and baboons, MOVIES FOR MONKEYS, the natural thing to do was to make a
movie for chimpanzees.
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Film commissioned by Arts Catalyst, wins major arts award from Wellcome Trust.
Commence creating chimp behavior videos with actors in LA
Show clips to Edinburgh chimps with primatologist Sarah Jane Vick.
More research with Edinburgh chimps.
Shoot and edit ape feature in LA.
Premiere feature to chimps in Edinburgh.
Work in progress awarded honorary mention at Ars Electronica.
Premiere at Abandon Normal Devices, Edinburgh
Solo show at Arts Catalyst, London; Documenta13 Worldly House
Edinburgh Visual Arts Festival as two channel video installation.
Re-edit video as single channel.
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WHAT DO CHIMPANZEES LIKE TO WATCH?
In their normal lives, chimps monitor each other constantly for mood, sexual receptiveness,
status in the hierarchy, alliances, food. All of the Facebook basics. In the wild, they have a
large territory to observe and learn.
In science experiments, researchers have found that chimps recogn ize t hemselves and others
in videos by t heir faces and their rumps. They live in communities of about forty individuals,
who are all part of a hierarchical social structure.
Chimps in captivity watch television as a form of enrichment. Researchers haven't found a particular genre that chimps prefer. In our research, we found t hat chimps' film preferences dif fered a lot by individual. One responded to Teletubbies. Another to kettle drums. A mother and
daughter, Eva and Edith, were really interested in our human actors' chimpanzee romance.
Edinburgh chimps became really excited when they saw LA Zoo chimps' " display behavior" in
our research. Display behavior is natural t heater, and can substitute for actual violence. It's
when male chimps show off t heir strength, speed, and physique, running around and making a
lot of noise with whatever is in the vicinity. The Edinburgh chimps displayed a few times, apparently at characters in the f ilm. You can really observe emotional contagion among chimps
(and people).

DID CHIMPS LIKE THE FILM?
Hard to say, since they don't write reviews!
We did rece ive minutes-long attention at t imes -the chimps just sat and watched the screen which was pretty incredible. We also observed chimps responding to the main character at t he
climax when she looks directly toward the camera and yells. Chimps touched t he screen and
smelled their fingers as if smell t he characters on screen.
Chimps watch TV differently than we do. We put TV monitors into t he intense social environment of t he zoo. We were competing wit h some real social dramas erupting minute by minute.
So you can see t he chimps watching the TV and also scanning around to watch other chimpanzees. Our biggest fans, Eva and Edith, were in "season" during our premiere. They were the
center of attention and were t hemselves indisposed for TV.

Synopsis

Cindy checks out Primate Cinema at the Edinburgh Zoo. Photo by lan Dodds.

Short Description (39 words)
Chimpanzees, our closest relatives, like to watch television . What would a film
made expressly for chimps look like? Created with a primatologist and actors in
chimp suits, here is a primate drama presented to chimpanzees at the Edinburgh
Zoo.
Medium Description (95 words)
Primate Cinema: Apes as Family is the premiere of a drama made expressly for
chimps to an actual chimpanzee audience. Like people, chimps are fascinated by
television . But until Apes as Family, no filmmaker had made a film to appeal to two
ape species. This film contains all the primate dramas-around sex, food, territory,
and politics. The movie follows an urban chimp into her home and what happens
when she meets a bunch of wild strangers. The chimpanzees watching on televisions installed at the Edinburgh Zoo were a curious, and at times, rowdy bunch.

Synopsis

Edinburgh chimp Renee watches Denise Pearlman in an animatronic chimp suit. Photo by Stephen Pallrand.

Press Release by The Arts Catalyst (268 words)
In the Budongo Trail enclosure at Edinburgh Zoo three chimpanzees sit watching a video, engrossed in a chimp-centered drama made especially for them by video artist Rachel Mayeri, the
first artist to make a film expressly for chimpanzees.
In Primate Cinema: Apes as Family, the artist imagines a primate social drama in a contemporary urban context and shows this to a chimpanzee audience. Her video juxtaposes the drama
enacted by humans in the guise of apes (of a young female city ape befriending a group of outsiders) with mesmerizing footage of the reactions of its ape audience at Edinburgh Zoo.
"As the watchers of the watching chimps, we perceive- or we imagine- fascination, puzzlement,
and flashes of anger in their responses. Sited in different spaces in Los Angeles and Edinburgh
we are never sure whether we are seeing a lab, zoo, wildlife park, rumpus room or post-apocalyptic landscape inhabited by half chimp/half humans," explains The Arts Catalyst's curator, Rob
La Frenais. "Mayeri's intriguing and amusing story-and-response structure contains dark undercurrents in its contemplation of the lives of our captive close relatives."
Giving chimpanzees television to watch is not new: chimps in captivity all over the world are
often shown TV as form of environmental enrichment. To make Primate Cinema: Apes as
Family, artist Rachel Mayeri collaborated with comparative psychologist Dr Sarah-Jane Vick,
testing different styles and genres of film to gauge chimps' responses and discussing issues
around cognition and communication in research primates. Mayeri and Vick also explored the
idea of whether chimps 'lose themselves' in what they are watching as readily as humans.

Director
Statement
Continued
The ape feature premiered in a chimp-proof monitor in the greenery of the zoo as well as in an
indoor research pod, which chimps could access voluntarily. The screening was fraught with all sorts
of social dynamics . The chimps were often torn between watching the screen and each other. In
calmer groups, the chimps watched the show for minutes at a time. Two males displayed in reaction
to the climax of the film in which the protagonist meets the strangers, hooting and hitting the screen.
Outdoors, the presentation produced such a stir that the gibbons in a nearby enclosure chorused
loudly in response . Throughout the project, we learned how chimps' individual personalities and upbringings- in labs, zoos, or in the wild -affected their responses to television.
Human primates can watch the Primate Cinema: Apes as Family as a two channel video installation
-the narrative for chimps on one channel, and the documentation of the chimps' reaction, on the
other. Or as a single channel video documenting both the narrative and its premiere in front of a
chimpanzee audience.

Director Rachel Mayeri in production in Los Angeles with cast in chimp suits. Photo by Matt Chaney.

Rachel Mayeri - Director, Screenwriter
Rachel Mayeri is a Los Angeles-based media artist working at the intersection of science and art. Her projects explore
topics ranging from the history of special effects to the human animal. Her videos have shown at Ars Electronica, The
Getty Museum, and MoMA PS1 . She is the recipient of numerous grants, including the Wellcome Trust, Creative Capital,
and the California Council for the Humanities. Mayeri is a guest curator of the Museum of Jurassic Technology and an
Associate Professor of Media Studies at Harvey Mudd College.
Dr. Sarah-Jane Vick - Consulting Primatologist
Dr. Vick is a comparative psychologist at University of Stirling who researches chimpanzee facial expression and emotion, and human-animal interaction.
Matt Johnstone - Producer
Matt Johnstone is a Los Angeles based filmmaker. His directorial work includes several acclaimed short films; 'The
Perfect Ones' (2006), which he co-wrote and co-directed with filmmaker/artist Nao Bustamante (world premiere 2006
Outfest Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian Film Festival), 'Untitled (for Derek Jarman)', starring performance artist Heather
Cassils, (world premiere 2008 Outfest); and 'Sexology After Dark' (2013), filmed in Mexico City, starring LA performance
artist Samuel Vazquez. His work as a film producer includes the short film 'The Rookie and The Runner', directed by
Augie Robles (2012 world premiere, Frameline San Francisco LBGT Film Festival), and artist Steve Fagin's feature
length experimental film 'A Cloud of Hope' (2013), currently in post-production.
Augie Robles - Editor
Augie Robles is an accomplished editor and filmmaker who most recently edited MOSQUITA Y MARl (Director Aurora
Guerrero) which world premiered at the Sundance Film Festival2012, He has a lengthy career in network television editing, including ten years as an editor on C.S.I: Crime Scene Investigation (CBS Productions/ Jerry Brukheimer TV). In
summer 2012 he edited the web series THE UNKNOWN for Crackle.com and Sony Television, with director Martha
Coolidge. Additional projects he has edited include Aurora Guerrero's short films PURA LENGUA (Official Sundance selection 2005) and VIERNES GIRL (HBO/ New York International Latino Film Festival 2006), and Dino Dinco's 2008 short
film EL ABUELO (2008). He has written and directed several short film, including THE ROOKIE AND THE RUNNER,
which world premiered at the 2012 Frameline San Francisco Gay and Lesbian Film Festival, played 2012 Outfest, and is
scheduled to play US and international festivals throughout 2012 and 2013.
PJ Raval - Cinematographer
An award-winning cinematographer, PJ's work has been showcased at both Sundance and Cannes and earned him
awards such as the ASC Charles B. Lang Jr. Heritage Award as well as the Haskell Wexler Award for Best Cinematography. PJ has been featured in AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER and shot the 2009 Academy Award nominated and 2008
Sundance Film Festival Documentary Grand Jury Award Winner TROUBLE THE WATER produced/directed by FAHRENHEIT 9/11 producers Tia Lessin and Carl Deal. Manohla Dargis with THE NEW YORK TIMES called the film "SUPERB...
One of the best American documentaries in recent memory." PJ's feature cinematography credits also include, the 2006
Independent Spirit Award nominated ROOM (Sundance, Cannes), the Los Angeles Film Festival Narrative Feature Award
winner GRETCHEN, and SUNSET STORIES (SXSW 2012, VC Los Angeles Asian American Film Festival Centerpiece) directed by Silas Howard (BY HOOK OR BY CROOK) & Ernesto Foronda (BETTER LUCK TOMORROW).
Denise Pearlman - Lead Female Chimp
Denise Pearlman has worked with puppeteers Norman Tempia and Dave Nelson for fifteen years on various chimpanzee
features and documentaries.
Joe Seely - Lead Male Chimp
Joe Seely is an award winning Multi-hyphenate Actor, Director, Writer and Designer. On stage he has played characters
ranging from; a Homicidal Mama's boy,Charles Nelson Rielly, Salvador Dali, to the Christ and the Devil Himself. His
masks and puppets have been seen with The Center Theater Group, The Aspen Sante Fe Ballet, The Santa Clarita Ballet,
He is currently directing a Zombie Cowboys in Arizona and rehearsing an original piece of performance art for Machine
Project. He is fond of apes and artists.

